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Underline all the words with the letter ‘le’ saying ’e’ in red. 

Then read the passage. 

le 

Sam's uncle is a farmer. He lives in a farm house in 

the middle of Wales. He has a herd of cattle.  

One night, it was very windy. Sam’s uncle was                

sitting at the table reading a book. The title of the 

book was ‘The Terrible Storm.’  

Suddenly, the lights went out. “Oh bother!” he 

said. “It must be a fuse.” He went to check the 

fuse, but is was alright. “Oh, bother!” he said 

again. “It must be a power cut.” He went to fetch 

a candle from under the sink. He stuck one in the 

top of a milk bottle and lit it with a match. 

He could hear the wind outside. It was howling. 

“I must go and make sure the cows are all in the 

shelter,” he said to himself. So out he went into the 

wind with his lantern. A single cow was out in the 

open.  The rest had found the shelter and were 

safe. He got the cow into the shelter with the              

others and went back to the farm house. It was 

starting to rain. He had just grabbed the door 

handle when the first flash of lightening lit the sky.  
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Add le 

Add le and then read the words you have 

made. 

tab____ 

cab ____ 

fab____ 

stab____ 

rif____ 

trif____ 

tit____ 

sniff____ 

simp____ 

pimp____ 

cand_____ 

hand_____ 

bobb____ 

wobb____ 

speck____ 

pick____ 
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Speech Marks Revision 

Explain: 

I’m sure you remember that when we are writing, we need to use 

some special marks to tell  readers that someone is talking. We call 

them 'speech marks'. They are placed around the words that are                 

actually spoken.  

Just to remind you: 

"Look at my hat."  

Notice how the full stop comes inside the speech mark. 

However, if I want to carry on the sentence, then I put a comma after 

the speech inside the marks: 

 

"Look at my hat,"  said Sam.  

 

“Look at my hat”,  said 
Sam. 
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 Copy these sentences and put in    “     ”. 

 

1. Hello Ann. Can I come to your house? 

2. I like the feather in your hat, said Mrs. 

Green. 

3. Are you able to help me fix this table, 

please? 

4. What would you like for breakfast? said 

Bob. 

5. What is the title of the book you are read-

ing? 

6.  I will have an apple for breakfast please, 

said Ann. 

7. Who is your uncle? asks Billy. 
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Muddled Sentences 

Can you unjumble these sentences. Write 

them on the lines below. Begin with a                

capital letter and end with a full stop. 

 

1. horse a in stable lives A 

2. bird little a nest making The is 

3. house snail has The his back on his 

4. lives My a rabbit hutch in  

5. dog kennel Ted’s a has 

6. weaves spider web a The 
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